Many dynamic systems and industrial control processes can be represented by a multirate sampled-data uncertain system, which consists of a continuous-time uncertain subsystem and a multirate discrete-time uncertain subsystem. The uncertainties in these systems arise from unmodeled dynamics, parameter uariations, sensor noises, actuator constraints, etc. As is the common practice the sampled-data uncertain system needs to be converted to a purely continuous-time or discrete-time uncertain model, so that the well-established anaiysis and design methods in the continuous-time or discrete-time domain can be direct& applied to the equivalent model. This paper presents a new interval multipoint Pade approximation method for converting a continuous-time (discrete-time) uncertain linear system to an equivalent discrete-time (continuous-time) uncertain model. The system matrices charactetizing the state-space descnptions of the original uncertain systems are represented by interval matrices. Using the approximate uncertain models obtained based on interval ana&is and multipoint Pade approximation the dynamic states of the resulting models have been shown to be able to closely match those of the original uncertain systems for a relatively longer sampling period. 0 1997 by Ekevier Science Inc.
Introduction
Dynamic systems are often formulated using continuoustime and/or discrete-time equations with uncertain parameters. The uncertainties of these systems arise from unmodeled dynamics, parameter variations, sensor noises, actuator constraints, load disturbances, nonlinear effects, etc. These uncertainties generally do not follow any of the known probability distributions and are most often quantified in terms of bounds. Hence, uncertain systems are usually represented by continuous-time and/or discretetime uncertain models with interval parameters. In order to carry out digital simulation and digital design for these continuous-time uncertain systems it is often desired to find an equivalent discrete-time uncertain model from the original continuous-time uncertain model. On the other hand, identification of these continuous-time uncertain systems using the discrete-time input-output data observed in the systems may also result in discrete uncertain models. In this case it is required to find the original continuous-time uncertain systems from the identified discrete-time uncertain models. These procedures are called model conversions.
The model conversion of a nominal continuous-time (discrete-time) linear systems to an equivalent nominal discrete-time (continuous-time) linear model has been studied by Shieh et al.', * and elsewhere in the literature.3 However, methods for model conversions of uncertain linear state-space models have not been sufficiently explored. Recently, Ezzine and Johnson4 used a perturbation method to convert a continuous-time uncertain linear system to an equivalent discrete-time uncertain model, but they did not solve the converse of the problem. AIso, Shieh et a1.5y 6 developed a bilinear and inverse-bilinear approximation method,5 the Pade and inverse-Pade method,6 and the geometric series approximation method7 to convert a continuous-time (discrete-time) uncertain system to an equivalent discrete-time (continuous-time) uncertain model. In these approaches57 ', 7 the model conversions are carried out by neglecting the high-order terms in the sampling period and perturbation parameter matrices in the state-space settings. The uncertain models so obtained usually retain explicitly the structured uncertainties of the original uncertain systems, which contain a sufficiently small sampling period and some small parametric uncertainties.
All the approximate models studied in Refs.
5, 6 and 7 approximate the original uncertain models well, but only around the "origin." Therefore the error in the approximated models introduced by using these methods increases as the norm of the system matrix increases. ', 9 In this paper we present a new method for the model conversion of unstructured uncertain linear state-space models using the multipoint Pade approximation method together with interval arithmetic and interval analysis. The principle and algorithms of the nominal multipoint Pade approximation method", l1 are introduced in Section 2 and Appendix A, respectively. Model conversions of unstructured uncertain linear models using the interval multipoint Pade approximation method are discussed in Section 3. A numerical example is given in Section 4, and conclusions are summarized in Section 5. In Appendix B, moreover, interval arithmetic and interval analysis'*-l4 are briefly reviewed for the reader's convenience.
Preliminaries

Multipoint Pade approximation
Consider the Taylor series expansion'-" of a given function exists and has the property 
where x,(t) ~9'"~~ is the state vector, u,(t) ES%?~~* is the input vector, A ~9"'" is the system matrix, and B ~9"~"' is the input matrix.
The discrete-time system model corresponding to equation (5) for a piecewise-constant input u,(t) is where G EL%?"~", H E%'"~~, and T is the sampling period. It is desired to find the discrete-time system matrices (G, H) from the continuous-time system matrices (A, B) using the multipoint Pade approximation method. According to the principle of multipoint Pade approximation described in Section 2.1 the exponential function es can be expressed by a rational function (denoted by R,(s)), which has the form of equation (2) 
where the expanding points si are selected near the eigenvalues of A. Then the discrete-time system matrix G is approximated by 
where the sampling period T has to be suitably chosen such that the matrix inversion exists, {pa.. .pJ and {qO.. . qM} are the results of the Pade approximation, p, =pa/q,,, U; 'pi/p,,, for i = 1,. . . , L, and bi = qi/qo, for i=l , . . . , M. It is worthy to note that if one of the interpolating points is zero, p,, must be equal to qO (i.e., p, = 11. Continuous-time model conversion. If a given linear system model is described by equation (6a) and the desired system model to be found is described by equation (51, then the system matrices (A, Bl need to be solved from the system matrices (G, ZZ).8 They have the following relations:
where the interval system matrices A'E$%%'"~" and B' E'5zPxm contain the degenerate interval matrices (i.e., Here and throughout the paper we use 9~f'xq to denote all p X q interval real matrices. Because the system output matrix C does not affect the conversion of system models we let matrix C be either a degenerate matrix or an interval matrix in this paper.
The discrete-time uncertain model corresponding to equation (12) for a piecewise-constant input u,(t) (denoted by u,(t)) is
and
B=A(G-I,)-'H y,(kT) = Cx,(kT)
where Similarly the logarithmic function In(s) can be expressed by the rational function R,(s), which has the form of equation (2), such that R,(s) has the property Here it is very important to remark that the expression
is singular, since G = eAT = Z +AT + 1.. so that (G -Z,)(A)-' is only a convenient notation. We will use this
The multipoint Pade approximation method gives a solution much more accurate and with a much wider range for system matrices (A,G) than that obtained by using the ordinary Pade approximation method. When all the eigenvalues of the argument matrix are available and used as interpolating points in the approximant the multipoint Pade method gives the exact solution.'
Model conversions of uncertain systems via multipoint Pade approximation
Discrete-time model conversion
An unstructured continuous-time uncertain linear system model can be expressed in the following interval form:
notation frequently throughout the paper, which should not cause confusion. It is desired to find the discrete-time interval system matrices (G', H') in equation (13) 
The alternative representation of the expression (16a) in (16b) gives a better numerical result (less conservative result) for the evaluation of Gp. The associated secondorder interval ordinary Pade approximate input matrix is as follows:
Without losing generality we will concentrate on the analysis and comparison of the second-order ordinary Pade approximate model and the second-order multipoint Pade approximate model in this paper. In this section we first propose the interval multipoint Pade approximation method for finding the approximants of the discrete-time uncertain system matrices G' and H' given in equation (13) . Note that the evaluation of the interval approximants of G' and H', directly using the interval multipoint Pade approximation method, is practically impossible due to the nature of interval arithmetic and the inherent conservativeness of interval arithmetic operations.
For example, A'-Af#0,,(A')-1(A')#Z,,and(A')2+A'~A'(A'+ ZJ. In general, interval analysis is carried out using real (i.e., degenerate interval) analysis to find the desired real result. Then the inclusive theorem (i.e., Theorem 1 in Appendix B) is applied to the result sought by replacing the real variables and real arithmetic operations with interval variables and interval arithmetic operations, respectively. The interval result thus obtained is guaranteed to be inclusion monotonic.'2m14
From equation (8) the matrix-valued function eArT E 3 nxn with the degenerate interval matrix A, ~9~~" can be approximated by the second-order multipoint Pade approximation, which was discussed in Section 2.2, as follows: 
The degenerate interval input matrices associated with equations (18) 
Without losing generality we consider the case of p,,, = 1 in the following sections of the paper. In fact, pm is equal to one only if one of the expanding points is chosen to be zero, but this can be determined by the user.
Using interval arithmetic the multipoint Pade approximants of the discrete-time uncertain linear system model can be presented as + [Z, +d,G,+d,G,Zl-'   x [(c, -d,)Z, + (c, -d, 
X[k, -d,)z, + (c, -d,)G,]G,)(G,-I,)-'H,
Then the approximants of the discrete-time uncertain linear system matrices can be presented in the following interval form: The ordinary Pade approximate system model in equations (16) and (17) requires that the sampling period satisfy T < 2/)IA'I(, and the mode in equation (25) requires that the norm of the bilinear transform matrix satisfy ]IR'II < 1. *, 6 The multipoint interval Pade approximate system models have no such requirements because with a different sampling period T and system matrix A'(G'), a different multipoint Pade approximant can be found such that the degenerate (nominal) interval approximant matches the degenerate (nominal) system model exactly (or much closely) instead of always using a unique approximant to fit different system matrices as in the ordinary Pade approximation method. But it is noticed that both the ordinary Pade method and the multipoint Pade method cannot guarantee the stability of the approximated models.
Numerical example
Consider an asymptotically stable linear R -L -C circuit13 described by the uncertain state-space model in equation (12a). The nominal and perturbation system matrices of the model are given by (16) and (17) the approximate system matrices (G,', Hi) and states x&j, at t = t,, = 6 set and T = O.ls, can be computed as The corresponding approximate nominal system matrices can be calculated as
The multipoint Pade approximant of the system matrix G&, shown in equation (21d) can be determined first by the method described in Appendix A. The five interpolating points are chosen as 0, O.lTx trace&)/n, T Xs,, T x trace(A,)/n, and TX sr, respectively, where A, is the nominal system matrix given in equation (301, T is the sampling period, and sr = -2 and s2 = -3 are the eigenvalues of A,.
For T= 0.1s the coefficients in equations (18) It is observed that each entry of the discrete-time nominal system matrices in equations (34~) and (37~) approximated by the interval multipoint Pade method matches more closely with each associated entry of the exact nominal system matrices shown in equations (351 and (38), respectively, than the corresponding discrete-time nominal system matrices given in equations (33~) and (36~1, which were approximated by the interval ordinary Pade method.
The unit-step responses, x,,(t) and x,,(t), of the uncertain linear system described in equations (12a) and (311, with T = 0.1s and T = 0.3s, are plotted in Figures I  and 2 , respectively. From the response curves in Figures I  and 2 , it is observed that the approximate solutions x,,(t) ~.x~,,,(t). Therefore the interval multipoint Pade approximation method, as expected, gives a more accurate and a less conservative interval solution than the interval ordinary Pade approximation method.
Model conversion of discrete-time uncertain linear systems
For the continuous-time model conversion the discretetime uncertain system model is given in the form of equation (22), and it is desired to find the corresponding continuous-time uncertain model described in equation (23).
For T = 0.1s the discrete-time uncertain system matrices are given in equation (34a). The continuous-time uncertain system matrices computed by using the interval ordinary Pade approximation method are 
Conclusions
The degenerate (real) multipoint Pade approximation method has been extended to the interval multipoint Pade approximation method and applied to carry out the model conversions of continuous-time and discrete-time uncertain models.
For a relatively larger perturbed system matrix and/or a sampling period in the model conversions the proposed interval multipoint Pade approximation method gives more accurate and less conservative interval approximate models and solutions than those obtained by the ordinary interval Pade approximation method. An example is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. A recursive algorithm for finding the partial quotients in equation (43) is reported in Refs. 10 and 11 and is described below. First we need to build a Routh array for each expanding point, including the expanding point s = s,. A total of (r + 1) Routh arrays need to be built. The Routh array for the ith interpolating point is listed in (fi,k-I +hj-2fj-l,k -&2.,k)/(aj-2 -Si), For all n X n interval real (5%') matrices F' = {f$> E ZPX" with interval elements f$ and G' = {g$ ~5%'"~~ with interval elements gI$ for all i and j the addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations can be written as
F1+Gr={f~+g~}~.5Wxn
(alli,j)
FIG'= {f$}{g;)
